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TAG-SAMS
(Student Affairs and Management System)
TAG-SAMS is a platform designed for academia to fully automate the overall student
registration and administration experience and manage student information efficiently and
intuitively. TAG-SAMS supports both web and desktop interfaces that allow students to
enroll in courses online, track progress, check grades, add or drop courses and much more,
ultimately empowering them to have a holistic view of their university journey. The system
also has a rich backend administration module that enables the management of courses,
semesters, majors, program plans, halls, classes, etc.
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Components
TAG-SAMS encompasses both a student portal and an advisory system for academic advisors.
Both platforms work in unison to provide students and educators with the many benefits
aimed at providing a seamless experience.
Benefits
• Saving Time and Effort: Students can, with internet access, perform all registrationrelated processes online, alleviating the need to physically walk across campus and wait
in long lines. At the receiving end, the educational institution will also be able to receive
student applications, organize and manage them electronically
• Reducing Cost: TAG-SAMS cuts down on all labor and material-related expenses which
are typically associated with the manual processes for student registration and affairs
• Simplifying Maintenance and Data Management: With TAG-SAMS, student information
along with registered courses, instructors, classes, semesters, etc. is stored electronically
in a dedicated database. This allows for easy access and management as compared to the
legacy paper-based process which is inefficient and prone to error
• Enhancing Security: Rather than having student information stored on physical papers,
TAG-SAMS allows for the digitization of such data. This reduces the risks associated
with paper loss, damage or unauthorized access. With the data now digitally transformed,
security policies can be set up to warrant or limit access to certain data based on user
authorization and access privileges.
Features
• Available as a desktop or web application
• Secure web interface that enables tracking of attendance, course progress, completed
semesters, years, coming semester calendar details, exam and marks details, projects,
assignments, final exam results, and more.
• Provides comprehensive self-services for students which facilitates and automates the
registration process, class enrollment, tracking progress, checking grades, adding or
dropping courses, viewing transcripts, viewing schedule/timetable, and receiving student
advertisements.
• A rich backend administration module that enables the management of courses, semesters,
majors, program plans, halls, classes, etc.
• Avails tracking and monitoring of all student processes including registration, course
add/drop, withdrawals, transcripts, etc.
• Provides visibility in faculty details, including lectures, schedules and office hours.
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TAG-Accountant
TAG-Accountant is a powerful suite of integrated financial accounting and business activities for
small and medium-sized enterprises. It is an intuitive, easy-to-use, robust, bi-lingual, multi-user,
multi-company, multi-branch, and multi-currency accounting software that increases productivity and
profitability by allowing you to manage the business and accounting needs effectively and efficiently.
Components
TAG-Accountant contains the following modules:
1. Supply Chain Management
• Customer and supplier information
• Purchases and purchases returns
• Sales and sales return
• Supply chain reports and inquiries
• Units of measurement setup, warehouses setup, and tax percentage setup
• Items definition and item statement
• Stocktaking
• Integration with the financial system
2. Financial Module
• Companies and Branches setup
• Currencies
• Chart of accounts
• Journal vouchers
• Financial reporting
• Balance inquiries
• Cheques management and follow-up
3. Users Management and Privileges
Features & Benefits
• Easy retrieval of financial information with precision and security
• Centralization of accounting and warehousing data
• Support for multi-company, multi-branch and multi-currency use
• Electronic automation of procedures, rendering paper-based processes obsolete
• VAT Tracking
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The sales system provides the web-based
means to conduct retail-type transactions for
merchandises of all types.

Sales System

Features & Benefits
• Point of Sale (POS) type transactions
• Calculations for the amounts and prices
of different items
• Invoice preparation
• Linking of product codes with prices
• Selecting from a number of different
payment options
• Managing the inventory
• Calculating the sales tax amount

Virtual University System
The virtual university system connects students with university registration systems around
the globe. It provides a web-based platform by which students can register online with a
number of universities for courses and accreditation programs.
Features & Benefits
• Provides a payment gateway to facilitate payments for courses
• Access to all course and examination fees offered by the universities will be available for
students to view prior to registration
• Flexibility to accommodate the registration needs of different universities based on their
own preference, technology capabilities and readiness. For example, university course
enrollment forms can be made available directly through the platform, allowing students
to fill out questions related to course registration directly onto the platform’s easy-to-use
user interface. The platform will, in turn, seamlessly connect with the online system
of the respective university to deliver the enrollment data provided by the student in a
format that can be seamlessly integrated. In other cases, the student is provided a link to
the university’s online system to enter his/her information directly onto their website.
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This system is essentially a web-based
stationery tracking and management system
that is typically connected to a corporate
portal to provide for full visibility into
the internal ordering system for stationery
equipment.

Stationery Management
System

Features & Benefits
• Allows corporate employees to request
stationery items via a portal
• Provides for a full workflow for
stationery orders, including approvals
of employee purchase orders, followup and tracking of orders by providing
status information, notifications, and
external vendor communication

The media archiving system is an archiving
platform that is designed to store all TV and
media meetings, press releases, interviews
and other digital media communication
Features & Benefits
• Intelligently storing and retrieving
digital media information
• A powerful indexing functionality that
allows retrieval of media information
based on user-assigned criteria such as:
»» Date
»» Time
»» Venue / location
»» Content-specific parameters (e.g.
personalities featured)
»» Occasion of the event that took place
»» Topic
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Media Archiving System

Accounting and Financial System
A web-based accounting and financial system that allows a business to manage all types of
financial transactions.
Features & Benefits
• The system supports a wide variety of transactions, including:
»» Purchases (expenses)
»» Sales (invoices and income)
»» Liabilities (funding, accounts payable)
• Capable of generating comprehensive statistical reports that provide management or
interested parties with a clear set of business and operational data to aid in the decisionmaking process. Such data may include journals, general ledger and trial balance information
• Adaptive to different global standards and practices
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WIP System

The WIP (Work-In-Progress) Web-based system
provides users with auditing, consulting, IT
and valuation-related services. Essentially the
system allows project staff to register and update
attendance details and log their work hours.
The WIP system is then exploited intelligently
by project managers and stakeholders to
perform various project oversight and control
governance tasks, including cost and resource
allocations.
Features & Benefits
• Allows project stakeholders to enter and
update work attendance details individually
in a secure manner
• Helps manage project resources more
effectively
• Automates many aspects of workrelated processes efficiently without any
paperwork
• Tracks the project execution plan with near
real-time information in terms of cost and
resource utilization
• Improves productivity by allowing users to
accomplish more throughout the day with
a streamlined and automated process
• Provides a powerful means to perform
project management and governance to
effectively meet project deliverables and
optimize resource utilization
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HRMS (Human Resources Management System)
This web-based system provides the means for acquiring, storing, analyzing and distributing
human resources-related information to various stakeholders.
As the role of human resources department keeps expanding in complexity, HRMS has
evolved to fit these needs effectively.
Features & Benefits
• A full-fledged payroll system that handles:
»» Employee taxes and deductions
»» Social Insurance/security-related information
»» Customized report generation and printing
»» Compensation and benefits information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing absences, annual leaves, work hours and schedules
Employee self-services
Generating various reports on people and data
Managing organizational hierarchy
Simplifying financial transactions
Tracking and improving process efficiency
Providing for more effective employee management
Inter-department information sharing
Seamless integration with the attendance management system
Deployed across different offices globally
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Purchase System
This web-based system encompasses an end-to-end purchasing platform that supports the
entire process from requisition through product receipt and payment.
Features & Benefits
• Efficient workflow that minimizes process redundancies
• Intuitive and easy to use
• Full visibility into the purchasing process by the requester and approver
• Supports different notifications to all involved throughout the process
• Supports multiple levels of approvals to ensure that only needed purchases are made
• Enables the purchasing department to receive offers from different vendors/suppliers and
to select the optimal one
• Deployed globally across different countries, offices, and departments
Purchase System Start on Portal with efficient work flow for managerial level approvals, and
end up with our database.
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Health Insurance System
This web-based health insurance system is a repository system that provides corporations
with a platform to store and manage health insurance-related processes, employee personal
information and relevant documents.
Features & Benefits
• An easy-to-access method for corporations to manage health insurance policies
• Enables storing of employee records such as health policy numbers, phone numbers and
contact information for the primary policy holder and all dependents
• Stores information related to monthly installments for each employee
• Allows authorized and secure access to HR employees
• Ability to issue claims directly to health insurance companies
• Customizable to cater to the different needs of the corporation by supporting different
tiered medical plans and coverage criteria.
• Allows the authorized user to add or drop medical coverage criteria for employees
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Life Insurance System
This web-based life insurance system is a repository system that provides corporations with a
platform to store and manage life insurance-related processes, employee personal information
and relevant documents.
Features & Benefits
• An easy-to-access system for corporations to manage life insurance policies
• Enables storing of employee records such as life insurance policy numbers, phone
numbers and contact information for the primary policy holder and all dependents
• Allows authorized and secure access to HR employees
• Ability to issue claims directly to health insurance companies
• Customizable to cater to the different needs of the corporation by supporting different
tiered medical plans and coverage criteria.
• Allows the authorized user to add or drop life insurance coverage for employees
The web-based fixed assets system is designed to track
and manage fixed assets for the purposes of financial
accounting.
Features & Benefits
• Manage the purchase, depreciation, and disposal
of an organization’s fixed assets
• Track the location of all fixed assets
• Track the quantity and condition of all fixed assets
• Track maintenance costs and depreciation over time
• Provide comprehensive reporting for fixed assets
management
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Fixed Assets System

Training Management
System

This web-based training management system
is designed to be the central point of the
organization’s entire training operation.
Features & Benefits
• Registration service for all training courses
• Registration service for students
• Provides course evaluation services for
course participants
• Allows for payment services
• Linked with accounting system for
revenues and expenses

Accounts Payable (AP) System
This web-based accounts payable system essentially enables an organization to keep track of
unpaid vendor/supplier invoices and when they are due to be paid.
Features & Benefits
• Easy and simple invoice entry process
• Ensure that vendor/supplier payments are executed in a timely manner
• Ensure that the correct amount is paid out to each supplier
• Enter each invoice into the accounts payable system
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This web-based system is designed to monitor and
manage the legal registration of companies, agencies
and entities.
Features & Benefits
• Governs all matters related to registration with
government bodies, including papers and licenses
• Provides a reminder system for the re-registration
of companies
• Ability to add and remove authorized signatories
and representatives
• Authorize and control access to company and
license information

Companies
Registration
Management System

Job Recruitment System
The recruit system is a web-based application that employers use to effectively and efficiently
manage their recruitment processes and candidate flow. It allows you to create and store a
database of candidates, manage and publish vacancies, process applications, invite and reject
applicants, and more.
Features & Benefits
• User-friendly and intuitive interface
• Notifications throughout the recruitment process
• Enables effective communication with applicants, from job description creation to job
offer presentation
• Automates certain aspects of application processing and assessment
• Assists in the job offer extension process
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Call Center System
The call center system is a web-based system that was developed to assist phone and
switchboard operators in a corporate setting to store and manage employee landline phone
extensions and mobile numbers.
Features & Benefits
• Monitor outgoing calls, log unauthorized calls and report to management according to
the corporate policy
• Advanced phone number lookup to facilitate call switching and forwarding, and provide
easy access from the corporate portal
• Stores phone numbers (landline and mobile) for all employees
• Tracking requests

Ticketing System

The ticketing system is a web-based software
solution designed to manage all booking
and travel needs for corporate employees.
Features & Benefits
• Store and manage business trip
information
for
employees
• Advanced booking system that stores
trip information including destinations,
hotel accommodation information, trip
purpose, and much more
• Access to pricing information for flights
and hotels
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Mail Tracking System

The mail tracking system monitors all
package shipments sent between different
corporate offices to ensure reliable
handling and delivery.
Features & Benefits
• Tracking of shipment from the very
beginning to arrival and receipt by
authorized personnel
• Data points from different handlers
provide real-time information about
the current package status
• Provides a process workflow from
initiation to approval to delivery

Data Warehouse
Management System

A web-based system that allows
access to a vast amount of available
data and turns them into valuable
information that is useful for analysis
and decision making. Essentially,
the system is designed to facilitate
reporting and analysis.
The system opens the doors for
applying new analysis techniques
and producing professional reports
that would otherwise be much
harder to produce.

Features & Benefits
• Enhance the reporting and analysis process across corporate departments in medium to
large enterprises
• Business intelligence tools to extract, transform, and load data into the repository, and
tools to manage and retrieve metadata
• Data warehousing implements the process to access heterogeneous data sources; clean,
filter, and transform the data; and store the data in a structure that is easy to access,
understand and use. The data is then used for query, reporting and data analysis
• Easier access to the information you need for more informed decision making
• A data warehouse provides the base for powerful data analysis techniques such as data
mining, multidimensional analysis and the more traditional query and reporting
• Easier access to the information you need for more informed decision making
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Tenders Management System
This advanced web-based tender management system is built using the out-of-the-box
Microsoft SharePoint workflow system. It is intended as a tool to facilitate in the tendering
application process by providing a repository for managing past and current tenders.
Features & Benefits
• Allows authorized corporate users to enter relevant tenders in the system and selectively
forward to the corresponding person/department for evaluation
• Allows for follow up and monitoring of current in-progress tenders
• Serves as a central database of all tenders submitted, along with the related documents
• Retains information regarding previous tenders for reference, enabling faster and easier
access to the required documents if needed
• Contains a detailed history of each tender including submission time and date, win and
loss statistics with reasons for accepting/rejecting the tender
• Excellent repository to search for similar tenders for lessons learned
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TAG-Online Exam
System

A state-of-the-art web-based online examination
platform aimed at automating the user experience
with superb ease, speed and accuracy. TAGOnline Exam transforms the paper-based legacy
examination experience into the one suitable
for the information age. It empowers exam
administrators with the digital tools to create
online exams, affording them the flexibility to
generate different types of questions - from single
choice, multiple choices, free text to media-rich
types of questions and answers that pertain to
different industries and specializations.
Features & Benefits
Academia and business of all types and sizes can
take advantage of the powerful, customizable and
user-friendly examination system. Benefits may
include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Creation of different types of exams, including
single choice, multiple choice, true/false,
matching, articles and essay, accounting and
auditing type, and media-rich questions and
answers
• The ability to create and manage an
unlimited number of exam centers, groups,
examinees/admin users, and exam sessions
• Flexibility to conﬁgure exam sessions with
several options
• Random generation of questions and instant
exam results / grades
• Production of answers sheets for student
exams
• Ability to specify a set of criteria for each
question
• Possibility of adding a typical answer, hint
or reference link to the question
• Support for reports and statistics
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Domain Names Registration (TAG-Domains System)
TAG.Global is an accredited registrar for the following Top-Level-Domains (TLDs):
COM, NET, ORG, NAME, QA, AE and OM. TAG-Domains is a web-based system that
is intended to completely automate the process of managing domain names and perform
different transactions. With TAG-Domains, the client can handle all the related domain names
management operations.
Features & Benefits
• Allows authorized clients to register, update, transfer and renew their domain names that
we support as an accredited registrar
• The client can send request to register, update or renew his ccTLD domain names for the
non-accredited TLDs
• New visitors can use this system to sign up and after their account is confirmed by the
TAG-Domains administrator, the client will be able to perform all supported services on
the domain names
• TAG-Domains could be used for direct accredited gTLDs and ccTLDs services such as:
»» WHOIS
»» RDAP
»» Registrations and bulk registration
»» Domain update
»» Domain transfers
»» Domain renewals
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Trademark Search Engine
The trademark search engine is a web-based system through which you can search online for
identical or similar trademarks that were previously filed and published in the Arab countries.
This online tool will give you a clear understanding of trademark availability in a specific
country as per our search criteria, but doesn’t guarantee the compatibility with the search
outcome conducted by the trademark office.
Features & Benefits
• Provides three types of online search services designed to respond to the applicants’
various requirements:
1. Identical Search
• Online
• Cost effective
• Perfect for status reports and identical search
2. Similar Search
• Online
• Search for similar trademarks
• Detailed report availability
3. Professional Offline Search
• Results within 24 to 48 hours
• Accurate results with filtration
• Perfect for translation, transliteration
• Search using Arabic words and images
• Detailed report availability
The price of the search process depends on the following:
• Type of search
• Number of chosen classes
• Number of chosen countries
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IPMS System
IPMS is a web-based enterprise system which is integrated with Microsoft Exchange and
Windows services and designed to manage all emails exchanged with clients. It also offers a
workflow system to manage process and data flow between employees and a core Intellectual
Property (IP) system to manage all Intellectual Property-related data.
Features & Benefits
• Customized workflows for case management with clients
• Allows the user to respond to client requests by sending replies, notices, invoices and
notifications
• Allows the user to register the client’s IP information on the system. Such information
may include:
»» Owner Information
»» Associate Information
»» Renewal and annuity dates
»» Required documents
»» Other relevant information as needed
• Case tracking via a graphical dashboard
• Ability to list cases based on several filtering criteria
• Ability to generate automatic renewal and annuity reminders and deliver it to clients vial
email
• Manage all Intellectual Property-related data
• Invoicing the clients
• Managing client notifications and documents
• Managing employee reminders and tasks
• Managing Intellectual property related data.
• Manage client information
• Reports Generation
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AGIP CRM System
AGIP CRM allows marketing officers to manage client communication, generate Minutes of
Meetings (MOMs) to corresponding parties, and view the history of all communications done
with the client.
Features & Benefits
• Manage communications (meetings, emails or phone calls) with clients
• Record and send MOMs to corresponding parties
• Request the system to create a new client from the databank
• Manage client contact information
• View history of all communication done with clients
• Inquire about important information related to clients:
»» Statement of account
»» Outstanding invoices
»» Invoices
»» IP services provided to the client
• IP Calculator
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AGIP Questionnaire
System

The AGIP questionnaire system is designed to
allow for the creation of dynamic questions to
clients to solicit feedback and ultimately ensure
client satisfaction.
Features & Benefits
• Support the generation of dynamic questions
including single choice, multiple choice,
essay and another types of questions
• Following receipt of the all responses from
clients, the user can then generate the result
in many ways:
»» Result by client
»» Result by question
»» Result by client by time intervals
»» Result by questions by time interval
»» Result using dynamic charts
• Generation of survey statistics

The AGIP customs system is a database that
can be availed to customs officials to verify
trademark validity for products entering the
country. The database would contain a copy
of trademarks registered with the Talal AbuGhazaleh Global organization. As such, the
customs agent can inquire through the system
to verify the identity of the individual(s) and
match against the trademark information
stored in the database for legitimacy. The
database is periodically updated to maintain
consistency and the up-to-date information
for customs agents.

AGIP Customs
System

Features & Benefits
• The ability to search trademarks registered
by the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global
organization
• Access to fully detailed information for
trademarks including the trademarks logo
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Translation Management System
The system was developed to streamline and organize the tasks for two types of translators
- those internal to the company (i.e. employees) and externally contracted translators. It is
essentially a tracking tool to maintain visibility into the status and progress of translation jobs.
Features & Benefits
• Allows external authorized users (i.e. translators) to log in with their personal credentials
• Customized workflow for translation jobs
• Visibility into status information for each job
• Supports document attachments
• Provides for translation job pricing and estimation
• Flexibility in assigning translation jobs to external or internal translators
• Admin user can change application configurations and add/delete users
• Users can be notified by email for new and completed translation jobs
• Can be integrated with the internal accounting system
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Trademarks System
A comprehensive system that tracks all actions performed on registered trademarks from
trademark filing to the final issuance of the registration certificate.
Features & Benefits
• A huge database of trademarks and their related data
• Validation of a trademark name or number in order to avoid duplication within a country
• Generation of many reports that can show the trademark in different views:
»» Trademark of a specific owner
»» Trademark of a country
»» Filed/renewed/published/registered trademarks within a specific period
• Search for a trademark using different search criteria including:
»» Filing No.
»» Publication No.
»» Registration No.
• The ability to insert more than one class for the same trademark; and the user can amend
the goods of the trademark upon request
• Saving the history of changing the name/address of the trademark based on any assignment,
merger, license agreement, change of name/address) action
• The ability to have more than one filing/publication/registration record for the same
trademark (determined per country policy)
• Calculate trademark renewals automatically based on the policy of the country (i.e. filing
date, registration date, etc.)
• The ability to save the requested documents of the concerned TM and their details
(deadline, document’s legal status, receipt date, submission date, etc.)
• The ability to save the trademark image for later viewing
• Tracing the legal cases for trademarks
• The ability to generate several types of reports and statistics
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Patents System
A comprehensive system that tracks all actions performed on registered patents from patent
filing to publication in the official Gazette.
Features & Benefits
• Flexible report generation to show patents in different views such as:
»» Patents for a specific owner
»» Search for patents by: application date, associates, priority number, inventor, etc.)
• Saves the PCT, National Application, European (EP) and Grant No. for each patent
• Validate the patent number (PCT No., National Application No, European (EP) No. and
Grant No.) in order to avoid duplication within a country
• The ability to insert more than one inventor, publication or priority for the same patent
• Saving the history of changing the name/address of the patent based on any assignment,
merger, license agreement, change of name/address) action
• Calculate patent annuities automatically based on the policy of the country
• The ability to save the requested documents of the concerned patent and their details
• The ability to generate several types of reports and statistics
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This effective system is used to monitor all
cases related to infringement of intellectual
property rights of a trademark. The system
also allows the user to inform the client
accordingly.

Watch Service System

Based on a huge database inserted for all
filed trademarks among countries, the system
can easily find the trademark publication
resembling the original trademark.
Features & Benefits
• Sending the Watch Alert to the
concerned client email (as the system
contains full contact information of the
clients (emails, telephone numbers, fax
numbers and websites)
• The alert can be checked by the Watch
Service Officer before sending it to the
client
• The alert shows clearly the original
trademark and all related information
about a similar trademark (filing No.,
filing date, classes, and owner name)
• Watch Service experts can analyze new
trademark registration applications on a
daily basis in order to advise the client
quickly regarding the ways an action
can be taken
• The system categorizes the clients as:
Special, More attention, IP Portfolio,
Central, or even blacklisted clients
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Legal Cases System
The legal cases system manages and monitors court cases of any type pending in different
courts. It can provide the latest information regarding any pending case at any point of time.
Moreover, it helps departments/officers to track the cases and all data related to copyrights.
Features & Benefits
• The ability to choose the law that will be considered in the case based on country policy
• The ability to specify whether the case category is an IP case or a business case
• Choosing the case claim
• Specifying the case final judgment
• The ability to link the case with a trademark (integrated with our trademarks system)
• Manage all documents related to the case for later viewing
• Case status information
• Follow up on courts cases and related data
• Inserting case expenses and link it with the invoicing system.
• Provide a several types of reports and statistics based on given parametric values.
• Easy data storage, backup and retrieval
• Sending automatic notifications to the officers before the forthcoming sessions
• Centralized administration and quality assurance
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